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ALA/CLA Conference report
(Continued from page 5)

Washington)
A short discussion on digital archiving and
specifically on the LOCKSS (Lots of Copies Keep
Stuff Safe) model.

On a related note, I attended a program sponsored by
CCDA entitled “Don’t Be Dysfunctional: How to Put
the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records
(FRBR) in Your Future.” Thanks to the efforts of Kathy
Winzer, virtually the same program was given at the
AALL Conference in Seattle in July. One difference was
For detailed notes on these reports as recorded by
Judith Hopkins (University at Buffalo, Central Technical that Barbara Tillett was unable to speak in Toronto, so
Matthew Beacom read her paper there. But she was in
Services), see http://www.acsu.buffalo.edu/~ulcjh/
Seattle. Yes, I attended the program in both places,
bhmin062003.html
since it is a complex topic to understand, at least for
me. I have written a more detailed report of the
In cataloging circles at this conference, the buzz was
definitely about the changes to the cataloging code that Seattle FRBR program which should be in the
September 2003 issue of the Technical Services Law
are in the works. We are at a critical point in time
Librarian. Check for it on the web at http://
when AACR2 is poised to undergo a major revision,
possibly even turning it into AACR3! And this is hot on www.aallnet.org/sis/tssis/tsll/
the heels of the changes already made to AACR2 last
In keeping with cataloging standards as my chosen
year, when Chapter 12 was renamed Continuing
Resources. That seemed like a big one at the time and theme for this conference, I observed a meeting of the
we are still adjusting to it, but it was nothing compared Machine-Readable Bibliographic Information (MARBI)
to what is coming down the pike in the not too distant Committee, which focuses its attention on the MARC
format. There was only one meeting of MARBI in
future. The influence of FRBR (Functional
Toronto, which is rather unusual. But in the scheme of
Requirements for Bibliographic Records) is being felt
standards changing, the rules (AACR) must be changed
and will eventually show up in AACR, whatever its
first, before the related MARC format changes can
number. It will be a long process of incorporating all
these changes within AACR, but it was exciting for me follow. MARBI always has some MARC work to be
done, but right now it is experiencing a bit of a lull as
to attend a number of meetings and a program at the
compared to its normal workload until the AACR
conference where discussion of these changes took
changes are nailed down. This was explained to me by
place.
Susan Goldner, AALL’s official representative to
I attended one of the ALCTS Committee on Cataloging: MARBI.
Description & Access (CCDA) meetings, as well as a
I also attended a meeting of the Subject Analysis
meeting of the CCDA Task Force on Consistency
Committee (SAC), which focuses on subject headings
Across Part I of AACR2. I think the title of the latter
and classification. Just to give you a flavor for the work
group imparts well the level of detail that is being
focused on in terms of the cataloging rules. At the full of this group, here is a list of its current subcommittees:
Subject Reference Structures in Automated Systems,
CCDA meeting, Matthew Beacom, ALA’s
Fiction Guidelines, Subject Analysis Training Materials,
representative to the Joint Steering Committee for
Semantic Interoperability, and Program Planning. The
Revision of AACR (JSC), gave a report. CCDA is the
SAC meeting also included reports on the Sears List of
American conduit to the JSC, which also has
Subject Headings and Dewey Decimal Classification, as
representatives from Australia, Britain, and Canada. I
well as liaison reports from the Library of Congress,
was continually amazed at the knowledge of AACR2
displayed by the members of these groups during their International Federation of Library Associations and
Institutions, Music Library Association, and AALL, given
detailed discussions. We working catalogers are
fortunate to have such committed people guarding our by Marie Whited, our official representative.
interests, as well as those of our library users, in these
I was fortunate to be able to see the work of one of the
standards-making bodies. Our AALL official
representative to CCDA, Kathy Winzer, was present at SAC subcommittees in action at the program “Training
the meetings and afterward it was helpful for me to ask for Effective Subject Cataloging: A Preview of an
ALCTS/ Program for Cooperative Cataloging Initiative.”
her about some of the more detailed portions of the
(Continued on page 7)
discussions.
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